
Larak desk collection has evolved to become the 
perfect solution for any office space. It is now fitted 
with our newly designed modular legs which offer the 
possibility of configuring the collection in many 
different solutions such as workstations, conference 
tables, managerial desks, and etc. It also benefits from 
a combination of colourful Wool Panels and 
appealing Satina glass to provide the perfect 
sound-proofing solution in any shared working space. 

| FEATURES |
An optional electrical hub with 
various connectivity ports 
Exclusively designed modular legs,  
Available to order in various leg 
colours; All electrostatically painted
New sound proofing Wool Panels, 
available in in various colours

WOOL PANEL



| DETAIL INFORMATION |

| MDF OPTIONS | | WOOL PANLES |

| Technical information |
Available in  fingerprint-resistant, matte faced MDF in various colours and 
Polyurethane coating
Electrostatically painted legs. Exclusive design of Jalice
Durable connectors and inner-frame construction that stand up to the stress of 
frequent moving, installation and relocation; provided by Blum, Austria and Hafele, 
Germany.
Made of melamine faced MDF panels with 25 and 16 mm thickness.
Soft closing drawers and hinges

ADMINSTRATIVE DESK D
(142 x 162) x 170 x 74 cm

WEEL FILE D
WEEL BOX D
80 x 39.6 x  39.6 cm

SUPPLEMENTARY
CABINET D
125.3 x 46 x 75 cm

MULTIPLE WORKSTATION D 
(142 x 162) x 340 x 74 cm

CABINET TABLE G 
(160 x 162) x 80 x 49 cm

| COLOR OPTIONS  |

| LEG OPTIONS  |

• Gray + Green (fingerprint resistant)
• Gray+ Crimson (fingerprint resistant)  
• Gray+ Blue  (fingerprint resistant) 
• Gray (fingerprint resistant) 
• Melamine gray + Green (fingerprint resistant) 
• Melamine gray+ Crimson (fingerprint resistant) 
• Melamine white + Blue  (fingerprint resistant) 
• White melamine
• Melamine white + gray wool panel
• Melamine white + green wool panel
• Gray melamine

White                   Charcoal

MULTIPLE WORKSTATION G
330 x 160 x 74 cm

SUPPLEMENTARY
CABINET G
160 x 44 x 75 cm

| POSIBLE SET  |

|LARAK Workstaion Family |


